Product description for Henley Shirt

[h1]:

[h2]:

Tiger FR long-sleeve Henley Shirt
$XX + shipping

[h2]:

Flame resistant clothing that’s comfortable AND safe?
You got it, thanks to our special cotton material.
[body text]:
Nobody likes to feel uncomfortable in their workwear.
You and your staff are working hard. But it’s warm and your shirts are getting a little itchy. Sweat
and static are starting to build up. Sound familiar?
If you have to wear flame-resistant clothing for work, but enjoy looking good and feeling fresh,
then the Tiger FR Henley Shirt is exactly what you’ve been looking for.
[h2]:
[h2]:

Feel great and stay safe at work
Buy now:

[boxes]:
SIZE [drop down S-4XL]

COLOUR [drop down]

QUANTITY [drop down 1-20]

[button]: ADD TO CART

[h2]:

Less shrinking, more comfort, greater protection
[body text]:
Many manufacturers use Proban for their woven-fabric coveralls, trousers and shirts. But at
Tiger we use our special 100% fire resistant cotton, coupled with our knitted fabric technique,
to create protective garments that allow your body to breathe.
[h3]:
This means you can be comfortable and protected, and still look good.
[body text]:
Our knitted cotton shirts and hoodies are soft, stretchy, comfortable and cool to wear, and offer
many more benefits than other woven materials:
●
●
●
●
●

No shrinkage, so your shirt stays the perfect fit for you
Low sweat build-up thanks to the fabric’s permeability and absorbency
No clinginess from static build-up
Guaranteed fire-resistance for the life of the garment
Environmentally-friendly: biodegradable, recyclable and produced using sustainable
methods

The knitted cotton Tiger FR Henley Shirt also scores much higher ratings than normal woven
materials in Electric Arc (11.6 calories/cm2) and Flash Fire [insert data] tests.
[h2]:
[boxes]:
SIZE [drop down S-4XL]

Buy now:
COLOUR [drop down]

QUANTITY [drop down 1-20]

[button]: ADD TO CART
Shipping: 2-3 days to anywhere in the USA, Canada and Australia
Ordering more than [XX]? We offer free postage on larger orders.
Looking to order more in bulk? Please get in touch via our C
 ontact page [link] and we can work
out how best to meet your needs.
Looking for outerwear to match this shirt? Check out the flame-resistant zipped hoodie h
 ere.
Need to check which Category your fire-resistant clothing needs to fulfil? Read our b
 log post
[link] to find out more.
[end]

